
  

 

 
ALBANY CONVENTION CENTER AUTHORITY 

Minutes of the ACCA Board Special Meeting Budget  
Albany Capital Center 

September 23, 2021, Following the meeting of the Audit & Finance Committee  
 
CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL: 
The meeting was called to order at 9:24 AM, by Chair Michele Vennard 
Members Present: Chair Michele Vennard, Assembly Member John McDonald, Michael Hoffman, Daniel C. 
Lynch 
Members via ZOOM: Steven C. Lerner,  Michael Skrebutenas, Sarah Reginelli,  
Absent: Megan Daly 
Others Present: Meredith Brinkman, Robert Ryan, Shannon Licygiewicz, and Duncan Stewart 
 
Ms. Vennard offered opening remarks thanking all for participating in the Audit and Finance committee 
meeting that just conclude and for the sake of time and member schedules proposed that those action items 
before the Board today be moved up in the agenda.  
 
9:26 AM: Mr. Lerner leaves the meeting.  
 
Ms. Vennard, noted the recommendations of the Audit & Finance Committee that just met, and after 
consulting with Counsel requested one motion to adopt the 2022 Albany Capital Center Operations Budget, 
the 2022 ACCA Budget, the ABO Budget:   
 
A motion was requested by the Chair and offered by Mr. McDonald; seconded by Mr. Hoffman to adopt the 
2022 Albany Capital Center budget, and the 2022 ACCA Budget, and the ABO Budget; The motion carried 
and was unanimously adopted. 

 
Ms. Vennard then requested a motion to accept the FY 2021 Audit Engagement Letter: 
A motion was requested by the Chair and offered by Mr. Lynch, seconded by Mr. McDonald to approve the 
FY 2021 Audit Engagement Letter, the motion carried and was unanimously approved. 
 
Mr. Ryan summarizes the proposed change in health care as resulting in a program that is comparable, 
simplified, and less costly. This resolution rescinds the previous action of the Board approving the Platinum 
121 Plan and represents significant savings for active service.  
Ms. Vennard notes the reduced impact to retiree costs and that it will need to be reviewed by Auditor. 
Mr. Ryan notes that savings will be reflected in the future contingent liabilities.  
Mr. Stewart confirms discussions with Ms. Brinkman and the need for an updated Actuary report to establish 
the estimated value of the future obligation using the Medicare Advantage PPO FlexRx plan being proposed.     
 
Ms. Vennard then requested a motion to approve the change in the active service health care plan:  
A motion was requested by the Chair and offered by Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Hoffman to approve 
the change in the active service healthcare plan to Medicare Advantage FlexRX (PPO), the motion carried 
and was unanimously approved. 
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Ms. Vennard introduces the HVS market study proposal, offering that the center has been open and in 
business for an appropriate amount of time, making now an appropriate point to undertake this review to  
identify our strengths, what opportunities there may be, and those weaknesses that need to be addressed.  If 
approved, the study can be accomplished before the end of this year using funds on-hand. 
Mr. Stewart confirms that this is a planning exercise not a programming study, originating with the lost and 
outgrowth business summary provided by ASM, reviewed with Discover Albany which then using the 
Destinations International calculator placed the value of this lost business over the past two years at $13.3 M. 
Suggesting that an 8% increase in attendees results in an increase in visitor spending equal to 25% of the total 
life of the facility visitor spending through 6-30-21 and the most recent EI Report.  Similarly, the additional 
spending positively impacts the fiscal benefits, increasing sales tax receipts by 24% based upon the same life 
of the facility report. 
 
Mr. Hoffman summarizes his professional experience with HVS and affirms its credibility and sees the 
necessity of being better informed for planning purposes along with the utility of employing the same firm as 
successfully used in the past.   
Mr. Stewart notes that the study being proposed will be based upon the data collected over the life of the 
facility and not as dependent upon projections    
Ms. Reginelli supports the structure of the proposal that addresses the lost meeting business and the hotel.  
The hotel market, particularly in downtown has struggled and this study from such a good source as HVS will 
be helpful to understand that market going forward in determining a best direction and in conjunction with 
those residential, commercial, and retail studies that are being performed by the city, and others at this time. 
 
9:37 AM Ms. Daly joins the meeting. 
 
Ms. Vennard notes that an updated study will help other development including that planned for Liberty Park.   
 
Ms. Vennard then requested a motion to accept the HVS Market Study Proposal: 
A motion was requested by the Chair and offered by Mr. Hoffman, seconded by Mr. McDonald to accept the 
HVS Market Study Proposal, the motion carried and was unanimously approved. 
 
APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES: 
Ms. Vennard requests motions to approve the meeting minutes as follows:  
 
Minutes of the 4-29-21 ACCA Q-1 Meeting:  
A motion was made by Mr. Lynch, seconded by Mr. McDonald to adopt the Meeting Minutes for the ACCA 
2020 Q-1 Meeting, 4-29-21, The motion was approved by the ACCA Board with Mr. Skrebutenas abstaining 
as he was not present for that meeting.   
 
Minutes of the 7-29-21 ACCA Q-2 meeting:   
A motion was made by Mr. Lynch, seconded by Ms. Daly to adopt the Meeting Minutes for the ACCA 2020 Q-
2 Meeting, 7-29-21, The motion was approved by the ACCA Board  
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TREASURER REPORT:  
Mr. Vennard requested that Ms. Brinkman review the August Financial Statement and net position of the 
Authority.  
 
Ms. Brinkman offers that the current cash position is strong including funded reserves and summarizes the 
assets including projects in progress which will be moved to fixed assets when complete.  The liabilities are 
tracking consistent with the budget including the estimated net loss for August based upon the information 
provided by ASM.  
 
Ms. Brinkman reviews the revenue detail and specifically the occupancy tax receipts, providing for context the 
year over year results for this same period: ’19 @ $900K, compared to ’20 @ $442K, compared to that for ’21 
of $583K and being approximately $60K over the budgeted amount, describing revenue  as trending upward 
but not yet at the levels realized in 2019 that are needed.   
 
Ms. Brinkman confirms the receipt of the US Small Business Administration Shuttered Venue Grant resulting in 
a positive bottom line for the ACCA of $179K for this period and that the overall loss year to date is within the 
budget. 
 
Mr. Stewart confirms that including the recent Q-4 funding request, this is the second full quarter of stabilized 
event revenue and expenses against the estimate, and not requiring additional funds.   
 
AUTHORITY OPERATIONS REPORT: 
Shannon Licygiewicz reviewed the 2021 contracted event status and the facility marketing and sales efforts to 
date and while it remains a varied mix, there is an upward trend in public shows and general admission 
concerts including meetings and events of 3-400 attendees including large ethnic weddings,   
 
Ms. Vennard notes that this business drives hotel room night demands 
Ms. Licygiewicz adds that in many instances these large celebrations span several days requiring significant 
room blocks which provides opportunities to work with the hoteliers including the Renaissance.  The current 
trend is for much shorter booking windows, sometimes only 2 weeks out.  This trend and the impact of 
cancellations has necessitated managing the calendar differently to keep as many dates open as possible.  
Much of the late booking business has been turned away by other venues, due to preferred dates not being 
available, and in some instances the new business  does not generate the same revenue as that projected for 
the  cancelled event it replaced, again part of the current trend.  
The changes in cleaning and enhanced air quality as well as remaining open is an advantage but cancellations 
continue to trend upward especially in the meeting sector  
 
Mr. Lynch: What is the major reason given for cancellations and will this require a re-focusing of effort? 
Ms. Licygiewicz, primarily low pre-event attendee numbers, then cost related to travel v. remote, and some 
reluctance.  The meetings structured on education are the slowest to come back and lend themselves best to 
a virtual format.  However, product related shows are expected to rebound and securing that business will be 
needed.   
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AUTHORITY OPERATIONS REPORT( Continued): 
Ms. Licygiewicz reviews the combined sales efforts with Discover Albany seeing increases in religious events 
and concerts and noting that due to the filling calendar many of the events are being pushed out to the other 
venues whenever possible.    
 
Wall protection for restrooms is in progress and will be completed this coming week.   
 
The new website will likely be online in October with previews available for the ACCA Board in the coming 
days using the new logo. 
Mr. Ryan confirms that the Trademark application was completed, and review is in progress.  
 
Ms. Licygiewicz presents a video summarizing the Michelangelo event, adding that 11 bookings came from 
attendees as a result and reviews some of the positive press, articles in trade publications and expanded social 
media presence that ASM has established for this facility working with Baker Public Relations and local 
partners including Discover Albany.  
 
LEGAL REPORT: 
There was no legal report, the resolutions prepared by Counsel and related actions having been reordered 
within the agenda and previously completed in this meeting.   

 
OTHER BUSINESS:  

• Draft 2022 Meeting Schedule 
  

Ms. Vennard asked that members review their schedules prior to the next meeting Thursday, October 28, 
2021 
 
Adjourn: 
Having no other busines before the ACCA Board, Ms. Vennard called for a motion to adjourn.  
A motion was made by Mr. McDonald; seconded by Mr. Lynch to adjourn the meeting, the motion was 
unanimously adopted.   The meeting adjourned at 10:08 AM 
 

Next Meeting:  
2021 Q-3 ACCA Board Meeting  

Thursday, October 28, 2021,  9:00 AM 
Albany Capital Center 

-###- 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


